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( ) bias, find references ( ) incorporate advice from LOR tips document ( ) what’s included in an EM SLOE? 



Learning Objectives

1. Identify helpful and harmful characteristics in a letter of 
recommendation (LOR) 

2. Formulate elements of a concise, credible, contextual, concrete, 
and comparative LOR 

3. Describe how implicit bias can manifest in LOR
4. Incorporate use of competency-based framework into LOR 



Audience 

• What part do you have in reading/writing/using LOR in application 
processes? 

• What are some issues you’ve experienced?
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before you write: make sure you have  DATA- personal time with the student and/or a team of people who can provide feedback



Writer
Advocate
Informant

Reader
Interpreter

Judge

Student
Optimist
Marketer

YOU

YOUR 
LETTER
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Venn diagram: Writer = advocate/informant (when there are problems, there is a responsibility to report but paint them in a positive light)Reader = interpreter/judgmentStudent = optimism, marketing Let’s put our writer’s hats on, but let’s be aware of these other perspectives to write a letter that meets the needs of everyone 



Background

• Most residency applications include personal statement, CV, 
transcripts, medical student performance evaluation (MSPE), and LOR

• 83% of FM programs used LOR to help select which applicants to 
interview and 67% to make ranking decisions

• EM and ENT found that narrative letters of recommendation (NLORs) 
were not reliable - letters are positively biased and inter-rater 
reliability is poor and created Standardized LORs 

• Content and rated quality of letters are influenced by gender, both 
that of the writer and of the student

Presenter
Presentation Notes
cognitive knowledge, clinical judgment, work habits, and motivation, were frequently left out of  NLORs,4 along with other contextualizing information, such as depth of understanding about the applicant, numeric comparison of applicants to their classmates, and summary statements  Is there such a thing as traditional? This sounds like there is a standard somewhere. I would leave this work out.How can we write better narrative LOR? Is there any utility to a standardized letter of recommendation?



What could be better? 



Always include the ERAS ID

State that the applicant has waived the right to see the letter

DO introduce yourself (at the beginning) and your 
teaching role. DO NOT include your own CV.

Give examples!

Be specific 
about which 
specialty!



Follow the format 

• Print it on letterhead
• Include student’s ERAS ID number (e.g., “I am pleased to recommend 

Bob Smith (ERAS 123456) for a position at your residency program)
• State that the student has waived the right to see the letter
• Keep it to one page
• SIGN THE LETTER
• Include contact info (your email) below your signature line

Modified from  UWSOM “LOR tips.2016”



As PD, would you want this student? 

So…. What are his strengths?

professorawesome@uw.edu

Was he smart? 
Did he make 
good clinical
decisions?

Presenter
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Avoid damning with faint praise. Commenting on communication and work ethic without talking about clinical skills looks bad.



Intro

• Who are you and what is your role? If you work with lots of students, 
say so.  BE BRIEF – 1-2 sentences

• What are you recommending the student for?  Be specific to the 
residency specialty. (Note: students may ask for separate letters if 
they are applying in more than one discipline)

• How well do you know the student? How long did you work with 
them? In what context?

Modified from  UWSOM “LOR tips.2016”



Body

• Describe the student's strengths. Be as generous and specific as you can. 
Use active language (see handout). Clinical skills are most highly valued, 
so comment favorably on those if you can. 

• Include examples that addresses the values of the specialty. Include brief 
anecdotes. Avoid quoting evaluations.

• Describe what makes the student unique: any special accomplishments in 
any domain can count. Service and leadership are particularly valuable. 
Describe how these special skills make them a better clinician. 

• Don’t call students “Dr.” unless they have earned a PhD. Student doctor, 
Mr./Ms., or first names are acceptable.

Modified from  UWSOM “LOR tips.2016”



Summary

• This may be the only paragraph that is read
• Recap student's strengths and what sets them apart
• You can say you want them in your own residency *if* you do!
• Comparative statements (optional, but often valued by residencies)

• Best student in xx years, top xx%
• Recommend "strongly, highly, strongest, highest" "without reservation"
• Amazing, extraordinary, superb, outstanding, great, excellent

Modified from  UWSOM “LOR tips.2016”



Best Practices: The “5 C’s” 
Concise 

Credible 
Contextual 

Concrete 
Comparative

Created by Ken Steinberg, MD and Chris Knight, MD 
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Commitment and relationship with applicantSpecificity of focusEvaluation of traits and accomplishments





Solid performance 



Schneiderman, H.  Le Mot Juste.  JAMA. 1988;259(1):87. 

Choosing the right 
words



Arrived early and stayed late

A.  Wanted to make a great impression on his preceptors
B.  Extremely interested in giving good patient care
C.  Struggles with time management



Delegates well

A.  Assigns responsibility to the best person to perform the job when appropriate
B.  Mature and professional
C.  Lazy



Punctual and pleasant

A.  Demonstrated professionalism 
B.  Showed up
C.  So unremarkable the writer has NOTHING else to say about him



Well-read
A.  Strong command of the medical literature, tries to learn more 
B.  Can’t take care of patients, can’t communicate  



What do I do with THIS?! 

Presenter
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“Middle of the road” is not “BAD.”Highlight the student’s strengthsUse writing your formative comments as an opportunity to draft a LOR. Then the student knows exactly what he’s gettingWaiving the right to see the letter does not mean that you can’t SHOW the student the letter



I can’t possibly write a good letter for this 
student!!! What do I do?
• If you actually have not worked a lot with a student:

• "I don't have enough data.” 
• “You worked a lot more with X, consider asking that person.”

• If you have given lots of feedback and it's at the end of the block: 
• “We talked about a lot of things that you can do to improve. I would like to 

review your future clerkship evaluations later this year to demonstrate 
improvement and receptiveness to feedback.” 

• Have the student return for 1-2 days later in the year to show 
improvement.



I can’t possibly write a good letter for this 
student!!! What do I do?
• Honesty is the best policy.
• If they still want letters, let them know that you may not be able to 

write a letter that is as strong as hoped
• Special Circumstances:

• How does the applicant want to address the issue? 
• Use it as an opportunity to highlight the strengths of the applicant



Unconscious  Bias
A bias we are unaware of and that 
happens outside of our control

Science faculty’s subtle gender biases 
favor male students
Moss-Racusin et al, PNAS, Oct 2012

Exploring the color of glass: Letters of 
recommendation for female and male 
medical faculty
Trix and Penska Discourse and Society, 2003
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Measurable: Implicit Association tests (IAT tests) at implicit.harvard.edu Book : Blind Spot: Hidden Biases of Good People by Mazarin + GreenwaldExcellent book on topic by leaders Moss-Racusin: 127 science professors (Biology, Chemistry, Physics) evaluated resumes Undergraduate student applying for  a lab management positionIdentical resumes(male or  female), randomized Female students viewed as less competent and less hirable than identical male studentsOffered lower salary and less career mentorshipFaculty gender did not affect resultsBias was modest but realBut they liked the female applicant moreTrix and Penska: 300 LOR from one medical school, Compared letters by genderLetters for women: Shorter, Lack of one of the 3 basic features, More likely to portray as teachers and students  vs. Men as researchers and professionals, More doubt raisersWhile not the best student I have hadShe has a somewhat challenging personalityWhile his publications are not numerous as you knowHe appears to be a highly motivated colleagueIt appears that her health and personal life are stable		



Competency Frameworks in LOR

• Possible references
• FM ACGME Core Competencies
• AAMC’s Physician Competency Reference Set
• AAMC’s Entrustable Professional Activities/Critical Functions

• Components
• Patient Care
• Medical Knowledge
• Practice based learning
• Interpersonal and Communication Skills
• Professionalism
• Systems based practice
• Interprofessional Collaboration
• Personal and Professional Development

Presenter
Presentation Notes
FM ACGME and PA have the same core 6.  the AAMC adds 2 more in italics



Use of competencies

• Anchors or milestones along the developmental trajectory of 
competencies can be standardized across institutions

• Frameworks that educators are already familiar with
• Potentially avoid some bias through the use of standardized, 

competency based language



Family Medicine ACGME Competencies



Learning Objectives

1. Identify helpful and harmful characteristics in a letter of 
recommendation (LOR) 

2. Formulate elements of a concise, credible, contextual, concrete, 
and comparative LOR 

3. Describe how implicit bias can manifest in LOR
4. Incorporate use of competency-based framework into LOR 
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